
Tourism Highlights of
PORTUGAL AND SPAIN

PORTUGAL

Lisbon is a colorful and vibrant destination. Renowned for its warm and sunny disposition, the city is
blessed with a wealth of historic monuments, world-class museums, and a host of other fabulous
things to do.

SPAIN

“Blue Flag status was awarded to more than 577 beaches around the country and the islands last
year, guaranteeing not only water quality but also, in most cases, access for people with disabilities.
That number means Spain tops the global ranking, handing the country the accolade of best beaches
on earth.



BEST OF PORTUGAL AND SPAIN
 3 Nights in Lisbon
 2 Nights in Seville
 2 Nights in Madrid
 3 Nights in Ibiza
 2 Nights in Barcelona

Day 1 –Mumbai- Lisbon-
Arrive at the Lisbon Airport, Welcome to Portugal On arrival, we proceed towards the hotel. After
Check in enjoy the evening at Lisbon River Cruise, Lisbon Centuries ago Portuguese explores set off
on voyages of discovery from the Tagus, and now you can discover the city that was Europe’s
window on the world from the same river.

Highlights
- Cruise by the historic monuments of Belem
- See the heart of the city from the river
- Admire the historic and modern architecture of Lisbon from a different angle

Lisbon’s glorious past will roll along before your eyes. You will see the 16th century Torre de Belem,
from where many of the explorers set off, the nearby monument to the navigators and the
Monastery of the Jeronimos, an epic piece of the native Manueline style of Gothic architecture.

In the heart of the city, you will pass the Praça de Comercio hub, the historic districts of Alfama,
where Fado is said to have originated, and Alcantara, where royalty and nobility used to live. The
boat will sail by the futuristic Parque das Naçoes, which was built for the 1998 World Exposition and
has a number of striking examples of modern architecture, including the Oceanarium and the Vasco
da Gama Tower. The cruise will also pass under the April 25 Bridge, a feat of Portuguese engineering.
Overnight in Lisbon

Day 2 – Lisbon-
After breakfast at the hotel lets go for a City Sightseeing Lisbon Hop-on Hop-off, Lisbon
Discover the wonders of Lisbon with this one of a kind sightseeing tour. Get to know one of the
world’s oldest cities, with a history that dates back 300,000 years.

You will start the tour from Marques do Pombal Square where you will choose one out of three
routes. Discover countless key sites, museums, gardens and attractions. Lisbon is a city of contrasts,
with many modern surprises standing alongside marks of its early history. Fall in love with the
charms of Lisbon, one of the most beautiful capitals in Europe.

For up to 48 hours, hop on and off of the bus at your leisure at any of the 40 different stops of the
three routes. Each stop will leave you next to some famous landmark located around the city. Some
of the most impressive attractions you will be able to enjoy are the Jeronimos Monastery, built by
King D. Manuel I, and the impressive Torre de Belem, both classified by UNESCO as World Heritage
sites.

Explore the many quaint squares such as Praca do municipo, Praca do Comercio and Praca do Rossio.
There is also a choice of museums to visit: the Orient Museum, the Tile Museum and the Ancient Art
Museum. Wander through the stunningly landscaped gardens Jardim da Astrela and Jardim do
Principe Real. You can even see some animals at the Oceanario de Lisboa or at the zoo. You are
bound to have an unforgettable day.
Overnight in Lisbon



Day 3 – Lisbon-
After breakfast at the hotel proceed towards Estoril Coast and Sintra Tour from Lisbon, Lisbon

Highlights
- Visit the royal Palacio da Vila in Sintra
- Stand on the most westerly point of continental Europe at Cabo da Rocha
- See the dramatic Atlantic coastline unfold before your eyes

You will see historic buildings, admire natural wonders, stroll through landscaped gardens and be
able to savour local delicacies on this journey to the westernmost point in continental Europe.

Our first stop is Sintra, a Unesco World Heritage Site, where you will have the opportunity to visit the
Palacio da Vila, a retreat used by the Portuguese Royal Family until its destitution in 1910. There will
also be time to explore the numerous craft shops and to sample Sintra’s pastries; you shouldn’t
leave without tasting a queijada or travesseiro.

We will then drive towards Cabo da Rocha, Portugal’s very own Land’s End and the most westerly
point of continental Europe. Travelling along this dramatic coast, we will pass the spellbinding Praia
do Guincho before arriving at the elegant resort of Cascais. Highlights along this leg include the
breathtaking Boca do Inferno cliffs and the magnificent panorama of the bay of Cascais.

As we make our way back to Lisbon, we will pass through Estoril, with its world-famous gardens and
casino on a rocky promontory overlooking a beach.
Overnight in Lisbon

Day 4 –Lisbon to Seville-
After breakfast at the hotel will move for a Seville by flight. After check in at the hotel enjoy the
evening with Seville Night Walking Tour and Flamenco Show, Seville
Want to get to know Seville intimately? There's no better way of doing so than to walk around it,
especially at night! Go on a night walking tour while being accompanied by an English and Spanish
speaking guide, who will regale you with wonderful stories and commentary concerning the city and
the attractions that you'll visit as you watch the city come to life with colorful lights. Some of the
attractions that you'll see are: 1) the Torre del Oro, a magnificent military watchtower that was built
in order for soldiers to monitor city entries via the Guadalquivir River; 2) the Triana Quarter, a
neighborhood known for its traditional pottery and tile industries, and its promotion of flamenco
culture; 3) Plaza de Toros de la Maestranza, which is one of the world's most famous bullfighting
arenas. After walking around the city, you'll cap off the tour by having some tapas dinner while
watching an authentic flamenco band perform beautiful music and dances.
Overnight in Seville

Day 5 – Seville-
After breakfast at the hotel today explore Seville with CitySightseeing Seville Hop On-Hop Off,
Seville

Highlights
- Unlimited Hop-On Hop-Off Bus Tour with panoramic views of Seville's famous landmarks
- Create your own itinerary and explore at your own leisure
- Includes free walking tours and other amazing offers and discounts



Enjoy the best of Seville as you explore the city´s most famous landmarks with a hop on-hop off City
Sightseeing bus tour. Simply hop on at any one of the stops, which are conveniently located close to
the top sights and attractions.

You will not be short of things to do in this beautiful city! With bus stops conveniently located
around this historical masterpiece of a city, you will see so much from prestigious Islamic
monuments, to gardens and Flamenco festivals.

Take advantage of three fantastic walking tours and explore the heart of Seville as you meander
around the historic city. Appreciate the semi-elliptical shape of Plaza de España, which symbolises
Spain embracing its former American territories, along with the picturesque Maria Luisa Park. Walk
down the cobbled alleyways of Seville´s oldest and most charming neighbourhood, the former
Jewish quarter of Santa Cruz, the oldest and most charming neighbourhood of Seville and the earthy
Triana neighbourhood, which is renowned for its vibrant social life and legendary fiestas.

Pass through the large doorway to the second biggest basilica in Seville, the beautiful baroque
Church of Salvador, which has for centuries unfairly lived in the shadow of the cathedral but thanks
to a major renovation project brought the church to its former glory and also led to the opening of
the crypts. This is just one fantastic example of things you can do with your Sevilla Experience.

Sit back and enjoy the panoramic views from the open top bus and hop on and off at your
convenience!

Explore the Sevilla Aquarium, the Baile Flamenco Museum and the Betis Tour Experience. You can
get to any of these places by the City Sightseeing bus and the guided walking tours.
Overnight in Seville

Day 6 - Seville to Madrid-
Arrive at the Madrid Airport, Welcome to Spain. On arrival, we proceed towards the hotel. After
Check in enjoy the evening at leisure.
Overnight in Madrid

Day 7 –Madrid-
After breakfast at hotel enjoyMadrid City Tour,Madrid
The best and most economical Madrid City Tour. Discover what to see in Madrid on board of our
comfortable and modern double-decker bus with multilingual guide and audioguides in different
languages. Enjoy Madrid this historical, vital and cosmopolitan city with Madrid City Tour sightseeing
bus.
Enjoy our Panoramic tour of Madrid for an hour and a half a journey through the history, art and
culture of Madrid through its streets, monuments and places of interest. Discover the essence of
historic Madrid and the most modern, alternative and avant-garde with the comfort provided by our
modern double-decker tourist bus and the advantage of the professionalism of our guides who
accompany the travellers during the route telling the history and the anecdotes of the city. Madrid
City Tour allows you to discover the places that no visitor should miss in an itinerary that runs
through the historical Madrid of the Austrias and the Bourbons, where the most emblematic and
representative sites and icons of the city are located, such as the Puerta del Sol, the centenary Gran
Vía, the Plaza de la Cibeles and the Paseo del Arte among others, until you reach the most modern
and cosmopolitan Madrid with points of interest as attractive as the Santiago Bernabéu Stadium of
Real Madrid.
Overnight in Madrid



Day 8– Madrid-Ibiza-
After breakfast in the hotel Proceed towards the New city-Ibiza.
On arrival, we proceed to Hotel. Enjoy the day at leisure.
Overnight in Ibiza

Day 9– Ibiza-
After breakfast in the hotel .Today explore Ferry Ibiza - Formentera - Ibiza with Ulises / Captain Hook,
Ibiza
Set sail and head towards the picturesque island of Formentera and spend the day exploring white
sandy virgin beaches and quaint villages.

Highlights
- Daily departures from Ibiza
- Enjoy the crystal clear waters and pristine beaches of Formentera
- Admire unforgettable views of the stunning coastline

The stunning and virtually unspoiled island of Formentera is one of the few remaining secrets of not
just the Balearics, but the whole of Europe. This idyllic hideaway is just a 35-minute ferry journey
south of Ibiza – and you can take any of the bottom-glass boats, Ulises Cat, Ulises Cat 2 or Captain
Hook, to visit this little paradise. As well as glass bottoms, the ferries also have snack bars and open
decks boasting panoramic views.

There are daily departures and the tickets, which are the cheapest in Ibiza, are all return.

Formentera is famed for its mile after mile of virgin beaches of golden sands surrounded by
crystalline waters as well as its lack of high rises. Visitors usually make a beeline for beaches such as
Es Cavall d'en Borras, Es Caló, Illetes, Es Pujols, Migjorn, s'Arenal and many more as well as the islet
of s’Espalmador, which is separated from the main island by a channel that barely reaches shoulder
height. Formentera has become a byword for chilling out.

The secret of such clear waters and long beaches, which mark Formentera out from the rest of the
Mediterranean, lies in the posidonia prairie grass that surrounds the island.
Overnight in Ibiza

Day 10– Ibiza-
After breakfast in the hotel enjoy Ibiza City. Ibiza is a famous spot for its vibrant nightlife. During the
day, one spends his time on the gorgeous beaches and then enjoy in these bars and pubs. Almost
every bar has their own drink specials that will be advertised on the streets.
Overnight in Ibiza

Day 11–Ibiza -
Barcelona -After breakfast check out from Ibiza hotel and proceed towards Barcelona by flight. Later
proceed to visit Camp Nou Stadium - Camp Nou the pitch size is the home stadium of FC Barcelona
since its completion in 1957. With a seating capacity of 99,354, it is the largest stadium in Spain and
Europe, and the third largest football stadium in the world in capacity
Overnight in Barcelona.



Day 12-Barcelona-
After breakfast in the hotel get ready for City Sightseeing Barcelona Hop-On Hop-Off
Tour, Barcelona
Discover the ancient, medieval and modern sights of Barcelona on the convenient and
flexible City Sightseeing hop-on hop-off tour. Passengers can hop on and off at any of the tour
stops along the routes to discover Barcelona’s best attractions and landmarks at their own pace, or
stay on the tour for the full duration – it’s completely up to you! City Sightseeing Barcelona will
introduce its passengers to wonderful tourist hotspots including Park Guell, Sagrada Familia, Casa
Mila, Gothic Quarter and La Rambla
Overnight in Barcelona

Day 13– Barcelona to Mumbai-
After breakfast check out from hotel, our car will drop you at the airport.
Board a flight for hometown with lots of good memories.
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